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Tuesday n	TlTT' ^'™R case
The trial has begun at the Central Criminal Court of Garabcd
Bishirgian, John Henry Charles Krnest Uoweson, and other
persons. The charge against Bishirgian is that he, as a director
of James and Shakespeare Limited, caused a prospectus to be
published which he knew to be false, with intent to induce per-
sons to become shareholders.
the franco-rovikt pact
The Franco- Soviet Pact, which was signed in Paris at the
beginning of last May, was presented to the Chamber of
Deputies for ratification, and discussions have begun.
mr. malcolm mai' donald
Mr. Malcolm MacDonald will now rejoin his father in the
House of Commons. In the by-election in the Ross and Cro-
marty division he polled 8,949. Mr. Hector McNeil, the Labour
candidate, polled 5,967; Mr. Randolph Churchill as a Con-
servative, 2,427; and Dr. Russell Thomas, Liberal, 738
times"
Charles Chaplin's new film, Modern Times, was shown at the
Tivoli for the first time.
Mr. Chaplin begins as one of a row of mechanics whose job
it is to tighten bolts as they pass in an endless chain. They are
quicker than his spanner, and, if one eludes him, he leaps after
it as an obsessed kitten spins after its tail. 1 nto his factory comes
a hopeful traveller with a mechanical device for the rapid
feeding of operatives, and so for saving the time customarily
wasted in the dinner-hour. Mr. Chaplin is chosen as the subject
of experiment. He is set in the feeding-chair. Soup is poured,
food is propelled, into his mouth; a corn-cob is revolved, like a
barber's machine-brush, under his nose; the apparatus goes
mad, as machines will, and humanity, in the person of Mr.
Chaplin, has a nervous breakdown. So to hospital. So, with
variation of detail, to prison, from which, to his profound regret,
he is released upon a bleak, noisy, friendless world.
A world, however, in which he finds a friend, a gamine pil-
fering bread and bananas on the water-front, a dark, active,
dancing waif— Miss Paulette Goddard. Mr, Chaplin's im-
mediate concern is to get back into a comfortable prison, and
his attempts to do so — the meal that he blandly refuses to pay
for, the cigars which he picks from a tobacconist's stall with his
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